CP Road Map
Feedback from NCC

it's your move!
- Currently 23 members
- Nebraska Department of Roads and Illinois Tollway Authority joining in Fiscal Year 2013
NCC’s Current Road Map Responsibilities

• Serves as the TAC on the MDA project
• Receives regular updates on the status of the Road Map activities
• Receives all the e-news and MAP briefs
• Supports numerous individual TPF projects addressing priority research needs
Recap of Spring 2012 NCC CP Road Map Activities

- Participated in MDA Research update
- Were given update on the TO #5 and NCC national training
- Tom briefed on the ending of the current TPF-5(185)
- Discussed the importance of research planning aligned with needs and need for planning
- Received presentations on 4 new TPF needs (Overlay Design, Tie Bar Verification, Air Entrainment, Sustainability)
- FHWA expressed interest in supporting the Joint Deterioration Project with work at TFHRC
- Stated process to support TRB research statements
- Will bring back recommendations resulting from CP Road Map Executive Committee meeting
Feedback from Committee

• What is going well?
  – What is of most value to continue?
• What needs to be improved?
  – What would you not do?
• What are most important unmet research needs?
CP Road Map

- Operation Support Group (OSG) listens to owners and builders for needs
- Committees set priorities
- OSG helps connect funding and researchers
- OSG distributes and implements findings
Managing Concrete Pavement Assets

- Preserving the existing system
- Advancing sustainable pavement technologies
- Education and training
- Guides specifications and resources
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